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99th Commencement Plans Heralded
Singers Top Season Tonight
·Bens To Direct
132
MEDALS
Forty
=----------------AWARDED AT

K. H. Rogers· To Be
Chief Speaker

·w.m

Father Hogue
Baccalaureate

Clef ClubHeads-Old And New

Voices

Preach
Sermon

With the announcement
that
Karl H. Rogers, founder of the
Catho]ic I'llformatfon Society,
would be the principal speaker at
the .graduation exercises on June
Two Officers Quiz Cadets .7, and that Rev. Leo A. Hogue, s,
J., professor of .religion, would
During Whole Day
preach the baccalaureate sermon on June 4, the Rev. Dennis
'Last Tuesday marked the third F. Burns, S. J., president, revealannual Corps Area Inspection of ed this week the highlights of
the Xavier University Reserve Xavier's ninety-ninth commenceOfficers Training Corps, and the ment program.
Mr. Rogers began h!is movecompletion of the scholastic year
ment
ten years ago in Narberth,
for those courses. The Inspectors for this year were Lieuten- Pa., for the purpose of instructant-Colonel Alexander C. Sulli- ing non-Catholics in the pracvan, former senior Instructor of tices and beliefs of the' CathoHc
In the beginning he
Military Science and Tactics at Churich.
Ohi-o State University, and Cap- used· pamphlets prepared with
tain Selby F. Little, of the Or- the approval of the Cardinal
ganized Reserves in the Cincin- Archbishop of Philadelphlia, using the technique of modern adnati Area.
vertising methods.
.,,,,
Men excelling in. military con- . So successful was the idea in
duct were ·awarded various medals at the ,corps Day formation. overcomii:tg prejudices and ~or
They were:
recting misunderstandings that.
Cadet Lieutenant Colonel Wil- the Narberth Movement ·grew by
.
.
~eaps and bounds.
Today there
ham J. Rielly, Jr., awarded the
· t
'g'ht C th l'
f
De t. of Ohio ReRserve Officers a.re six y-~i . · ~ 0 ic 1n onr_na. P ·; ·; · · . - ·· ·· - ·- · - · · . -· · tion·--Soc1eties·-· ·m ·the -- Uruted
Association Medal, for havmg
. .'
d' t'1
· h d h'
lf
B tt l States, Canada, and Br1t1Sh West
. is Cnguis e d · imse as a a - Africa.
In ·recent years a fur10n omman er.
ther development of the Move.
.
Cadet Lieutenant Richard P.
(Continued on Page 7)
Trauth, awarded the United
States Field Artillery Association Medal, for having exemplified outstanding soldiery chara-cteristics.
Cadet Second Lieutenant Eric
J. Espel, awarded the Field Artillery Group, Cincinnati Chap·
ter, Reserve Officers Association
Medal, for having displayed Superior
Mi 1 it a r y
Qualities Most -Active In ExtrawCurthroughout the First Year Adricular Functions
vanced Course.
Cadet Second Lieutenant Edward IB. Krekeler was awarded
Culminating his four years as
the red fourragere of the Xavier one of the most extra-curri<:uOrder of Military Merit for hav- larly active students on the caming distinguished himself by ex- pus, William J. Rielly, will give
ceptional Merit.
·Cadet Second Lieutenants
Francis P. Burke, James J.
Clear, Frank Duda, Elmer J.
Gruber, Daniel D. Kernan, Raymond J. Wilson, and Cadet Sergeants Irvin F. Beumer, Lawrence T. Hiltz and Edward J.
MLStler were ·avfarded the Xavier
Military Medal for excellence in
applicatory work.
Cadet First Sergeants William
J. F. Roll, Jr., and Robert M.
(Continued on Page 5)

INSPECT I 0 N

In Florentine At 8:30-New
Officers Voted In
Awaiting the signal from
Fr.anklin Bens' baton toni.ght for
their .final -concert will he the forty members of the Xavier University Clef Club and a hushed
audience, which according to
chairman Leonard J. Donlin will
numlber over two hundred ipersons.
The summer. formal >COncert is
to begin at 8: 3Q p. m. in the lFlm;entine Room .of Hotel Gibson.
':Dhose who will

FRANK W. MOORE, Retiring RICHARD T. SCHMIDT, Newly. President of the Clef Club
·elected Prexy of Singers

Former Sports Editor
Announces Engagement

English Test
For· Freshmen

Albert A. Stephan, a cum·
- 1aude · member ·of· last ... ·year:s ·All freshmen will-·be· ·required
graduating class, recently Te- to take an English Test Tuesday,
vealed his engagement to Miss May 23, at 10: 30 a. m., in Room
Betty !Murphy of Evanston. Miss 27, Dean Benson announced ea.rly
this week. It will be a form exMurphy attended the Ursuline amination requiring no sa:>ecial
Academy and the College of Mt. preparation and will not replace
St. Joseph.
the regular semester examination
Stephan,• who at the present in English.
time is affiliated with the WestThe [purpose of the quiz will
ern and Southern Life Insuranc.e be to determine whether or not
======
each student has the fundaimenCompany, won the Verkamp De.
.
.
tals of the language that a colMR. F·RANKLIN BENS,
bate Medal m his senior yeaT lege freshman should have.
A
whose baton Rules tonight.
and was sports editor for the passing grade in ·the test is reDonlin, are ur.ged to get there News.
· quired to continue studies ..
fur the opening nUmJber.
President Frank W. Moore
wished everyone to understand
(Continued on Page 3)
Xavier For Aye ........................................... :........ Jeuttner-Castellini
SPIRITUALS
The Battle of Jericho ...................................................... Bartholomew
Standin' in the Need 0' Prayer ................................ Bartholomew
Swing Along ...................................................................................... Cook
By The Clef Club
Give a Man a Horse He Can Ride ........................................ O'Hara
Trav'lin' ............................................................................................ Enders
The first stage in determining Short'nin' Bread ...... :.. ;..: ............................. ,................................ Wolfe
the winner. of the David Snyder
'Richard T. Schmidt, '40
Religion medal was completed Ave Maria .......................................................... .'.: ....................... Arcadelt
yesterday by the announcement O Salutaris ........................... :................................................ Perosi-Bens
of ihe names of the winners of Tollite Hostias ·...................................................................... Saint-Saens
the essay contests oeondu<:ted in
By The Clef Club
each Religion class of the Uni- College Medley .................................................. Arranged by F. Bens
versity, .The essays of !Bert E. Danny Boy ................................................................................ Weatherly
Robben, James Donovan, Tham·
NURSERY RHYMES
as Payne; ·William Talbott, Wil- Doctor Foster ................................................................................ Hughes
Beumer Given Role In
liam !F. Stein, Joseph Schuster, Little Jack Horner ........................................................................ Diack
Schuster-Martin Play
John P. Lucas, Joseph Aylward,
By The Clef Club
J. H. Fish, William Reilly and All For You .............. :......................................................... Brown-Perry
Frank L. Luken were adjudged Keep in the Middle of the Road ................................ Bartholomew
F·ollowing his successful pO'l'by .their professors as the best
By The Quartette
trayal of Sir Mark Loddon in
in their respe<:tive dass.
FOLK SONGS
the Masque Society's recent presThe committee of judges,' which My Johnny Was A Shoemaker (English) ................ Deems Taylor entation -0f "Libel", Irvin F.
is now at work to select one of The Turtle Dove (English) ................................................. :.. Williams Beumer, commerce sophomore,
these essays as the winner of the
By Richard T. Schmidt and the Clef Club
has .accepted a prominent ·role in
David Snyder Religion medal, is The Peasant and His Oxen (Jugo-Slav) .... Smith-Aschenbrenner a forthcoming play by the SchusBy The Clef Club
ter-Martin School of Drama.
composed of the Reverends Edwin J. Vollmeyer, Lawrence J. Xavier Chimes ...................................................................... Quinn-Bens
The production ds "Hotel UniLynch and John V. Usher. The
The Concert is under the direction of Franklin Bens; the verse" to be given May 30 unannual award wm be announced accompanist is Margaret Marshall DeLon.
der the direction of Mr. William
at..the .graduation exercises.
~~~~~~~~~~-----~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-..: Dawes.

I

FINAL .CONCERT - PROGRAM

BEST PAPERS

FOR SNYDER
MEDAL NAMED.

,,
'

·R i e 11 y I s

To Deliver
Valedictory

WILLIAM J, RIELLY ,
Student Orator at Graduation
the valedictorian address at the
ninety-ninth commencement exercises of Xavier University to be
held Wednesday, June 7, in the
Memorial Fieldhouse. Rev. John
J. Benson, S. J., dean, announced
this selection yesterday after
making a eareful and thorough
(Continued on Page 2)
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Professor
Elated At
Testimonial
Has Walk~d 5,000 Miles
To And From,Campus
Professor William E. Chancellor was much elated at the Economics Club banquet dedicated
to him last-.Monday night.
The gray-'haired guest· of honor, still in vigorous health, has
kept his record for class attend-

William E. Chancellor, Guest of
Honor at Economics Banquet
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EXAMINATION SCHEDULE
Thursday, l.\la.y 25, 1939
Room , Proctor
Course
Title
Time
9:00 Msc 2 Mil. Science, 1st Yr. Basic, 101 Fr. Englum
Sec. A.
A,.M. Msc 2 Mil. Science, 1st Yr. Basic, 106 Fr. La·Plante
Sec. B.
20 c. Wrockloff
Msc
2 Mil. Science, 1st Yr. Basic,
·sec. c.
2 Mil. Science, 1st Yr'. Basic, 109 Fr. Hogue
Msc
Sec. D.
10 Maj. Camm
4 MiL Science, 2nd Yr. Basic,
Msc
Sec. A.
Msc
4 Mil. Science, 2nd Yr. iBasic, ,10 Maj. Camm
Sec. C.
23 Fr. Mahoney
Msc
4 Mil. Science, 2nd Yr. \Basic,
Sec. B.
23 Fr. Mahoney
Msc
4 1'lil. Science, 2nd Yr. Basic,
'Sec. D.
47 Maj. Harper
Msc 102 Mil. Science, 1st Yr. Adv'd.,
Sec. A.
47 Maj. Harper
Msc 102 Mil. Science, 1st Yr. Adv'd.,
Sec. B.
31 Dr. Cushing
Ee 115 Public Utiliites
101 Fr. Hogue
12:30 Rl
2 The Church Sec. A.
101 Fr. Hogue
P. M. RI
2 The Church Sec. D.
10 Fr..Mahoney
Rl
2 The Church Sec. B.
20 Fr. Lynch
RI
2 The Church Sec. C.
22 Maj. Camm
R1 24 The Sacraments Sec. A.
23 C. Wrockloff
RI 24 The Sacraments Sec. B.
33 Fr. Calhoun
RI 24 The Sacraments Sec. C.
47 Maj. Harper
Rl 102 Moral Problems Sec. A.
109 Fr. Usher
Rl 102 Moral Problems Sec. B.
106 Fr. Gray
Rl 126 Protestant Revolt
31 ·Fr. Meyer
Rl 148 Papal Erfcyclicals

'

Friday, May 26, 1939
9:00 Mt.
1 College Algebra Sec. A.
A. M. Mt.
1 College Algebra Sec. B.
Mt.
2 Trigonometry
Mt. 151 Differential Calculus
Mt.
6 Surveying
Mt. 152 Integral Calculus
Mt. 153 Differential Equations
Mt. 117 Theory of Equations
Ee 111 Current Economic Problems
Acct 102 Advanced Accounting
Acct 104 Cost· Accounting
12:30 Pl 126 Psychology Sec. A.
P. M. Pl 126 Phychology Sec. B.
Pl 126 Psychology Sec. C.
Pl 138 Ethics Sec. A.
Pl- 138 Ethics Sec. B.
Ee.
7 Economic Resources

Pl 106
12:30 Bl
2
P. M. lBl 104
Bl 111
Bl 113
Bl 199
Conflicts
2
9:00 Ph.
A. M. Ph. 104
Mt. 22
Mt. 22
Mt. 22
B. Law
2
Jr.
2
Sp.
1
12:30 P. M.
Conflicts

Natural Theology
General Biology
Embryology
Genetics
Gen. Psysiology
Bird Physiology

20
47
101
101
101
101

Fr.
Mr.
!Mr.
Mr.
!Mr.
Mr.

Boylan
Middendorf
Perry
Perry
Perry
Perry

Friday, June 2, 1939
General Physics
Mechanics
Math. of Finance Sec. B.
Math. of Finance Sec. C.
Math. of Finance Sec. A.
Corporations
Newspaper Reporting
Principles of Speech

10
10
10
10
106
101
109
109

Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Stechschulte
Stechschulte
Stechschulte
Stechschulte
Butler
Middendorf
Tischler
Tischler

Rielly To Give
Valedictory At
June Exercises
(Continued from Page 1)
estimate ·Of all possible candidates for the honor.
iRielly's most outstanding claim
to the position of valedictorian
Verkamp Medal at the annual
was his winning the J.oseph B.
debate last month. He also was
one of the speakers in the Washington Oratorical Contest in February,

THE

DANA GARDEN
"Danny's Punch Bowl"

Burger Beer
Sandwiches and Chili
DANA AVENUE
Jusl above Montgomery

Moormeier's ·

DAIRY BAR.

109 Mr. Birkenhauer
He has been prominently as101 Fr.· Stechschulte
·1914 DANA AVE.
!01 Fr. Stechschulte sociated with many of .the· cam10i' Fr. Stechschulte pus organizations. For the past
106 Fr: Butler
year he has been the presi~~nt 'GOOD EATS
106 Fr. Butler·
of the Philopedian Society and
REFRESHING DRINKS
106 Fr. Butler
host of the Mermaid Tavern. At
106 Fr. Butler
106 Fr. Butler
,
an advanced course ROTC stu- ...
1..1•
...•...•.•
...•••••••...•..•..•...•....
;;!I.,
51 Dr. Cushing .
dent he is Cadet Lieutenant Col1
onel, commander of the Xavier Y~UNG &
II
52 Mr. Jordan
Corps of Cadets, and winner of
~
106 Fr. Boylan
109 Fr. LaPlante
the Department of Ohio Reserve PORTRAIT PHOTOGRAPHER
Officers' Medal at the annual
109 Fr. LaPlante
Corps Area inspection Tuesday.
3-8 x 10 Quality Portraits
10 Fr. Meyer
10 Fr. Meyer
Last year's valedictorian was
. Mounted in Beautiful
E. Smith, at present conF Id . f
Onl $S 00
20 Mr. Chancellor Vincent
tinuing his studies in Switzer' . 0 . ers .or
.Y •
Monday, May 29, 1939
land.
N. E. Corner Seventh & Vine
· 1 Rhetoric and Composition
23 Mr. FeldhaUs
Do you question the limes? See the Phone PA. 2277 Cincinnati
2 Advanced Rhetoric Sec. A
23 Mr. FeldhaUs
Cathollc
Lending Library.
.
I
2 Advanced Rhetoric Sec .. B.
101 ·Fr. Miller
109 Fr. Camenzind
2 Advanced Rhetoric Sec. C.
10 ·Dr. Wheeler
14 English Essay
7 Business English Sec. B.
10 Dr. Wheeler
15 Intro. To Drama Sec. A.
106 Fr. Mccourt
7 Business English Sec. A.
31 Mr. FeldhaUs
109 Modern Drama
31 Mr. Feldhaus
15 Intro. To Drama Sec. B.
20 Fr. Sweeney
103 Modern Poetry
20 Fr. Sweeney
15 Intro. To Drama Sec. C.
22 Fr. Usher
2 Western Europe Sec. A.
109 Dr. Wheeler
2 Western Europe Sec. B.
106 Fr. Englum
2 Western Europe Sec. F.
106 Fr. Englum
2 Western Europe Sec. C.
101 ~r. Sweeney
2 Wes tern Europe Sec. E.
20 Mr. Tischler
6 American History
10 Fr. Gray
116 American Colonies
10 Fr. Gray

ance virtually unbroken in. his
14 years of service to the Xavier
faculty. He told, in replying to
the toasts that he had walked
some 5,000 miles to and from his
home in Norwood to meet his
classes on the campus. To this
habit of daily exercise he has attributed •his excellent health· and
active classroom work.
The congratulations of the
faculty were conferred by the
Rev .. Laurence J. Lynch, S. J.,
dean of freshmen, who present- 9:00 En.
ed Mr. Chancellor with a neck- A. M. En.
En.
lace of fifty one-dollar hills, one
En.
for each year he has devoted to
En.
the teaching profession.
En.
New offfoers "of the Economics.
En.
Club for the coming year were
En.
announced formally at the dinEn.
ner as follows: ~ric J. Espel,
En.
President; Herbert Beckert, viceEn.
President; W. Frank Armstrong
En.
as Secretary. John T. Schuh,
retiring president was toastmas- 12:30 Hs.
ter for the occasion.
· .
P. M. Hs.
The principal speaker was AlHs.
bert F. Dawson, taxation expert
Hs.
and public relations counsel for
Hs.
the Columbia Gas and Electric
Hs.
Company. Speaking fr.om his
Hs.
experience as a former CongressWednesday, May 31, 1939
man and as a corporation exec9:00
Gk
2
Elementary
Greek
· 22 Fr. Manning
utive, Dawson outlined opposP.
M.
Gk
5
Homer
22 Fr. Manning
ing viewpoints on the subject of
Gk 12 Thucydides
22 Fr. Manning
"Taxation."
Gk
149
Euripides
22
Fr. Manning
Representing the regular day
Fr
2 Elementary French
23 Fr. Mccourt
division of the University on the
Fr 4 Intermediate French
23 Fr. Mccourt
speaker's platform was the Rev.
Fr 108 French Drama
23 Fr. Mccourt
John J. Benson, S. J., dean of
Gr.
2 Elementary German
101 Mr. Graber
the liberal arts college. Mr.
Gr.
4 Intermediate German
101 Mr. GTaber
Philip J. Kennedy, business law
Gr. 108 German Drama
101 Mr. Graber
instructor, spoke for the eveSp.
2 Elementary Spanish
109 ·Mr. Sosa
ning division faculty. Carl T.
Sp.
4 Intermediate Spanish
109 Mr. Sosa
Reis, a founder and former presSp.
108
Spanish
Litera•ture
109 Mr. Sosa
ident of the Economics organiza106 Mr. Jordan
Acct.
2 Intro. Accounting Sec. A.
tion, spoke on behalf of all forAcct.
2 Intro. Accounting Sec. B.
106 Mr. Jordan
mer students and friends of the
Acct.
2 Intro. Accounting Sec. C.
106 Mr. J·ordan
honored guest.
4 Intermediate Acct. Sec. A
10 Dr. Deupree
Acct.
4 Intermediate Acct. Sec. B.
Acct.
10 Dr. Deupree
Original Jitterbug
12:30 Ee
2 U. S. Economic Hist. Sec. A. 106 Mr. Chancellor
P. M. Ee
2 U. S. Economic Hist. Sec. B. 106 Mr. Chancellor
"Terr·a Firma - the Original
Ee 123 Problems of Distribution
10 Fr. Manning
Jitterbug," says a poster in the
Mr. Perry
window of the Public Library of
Lt.
3 Cicero
23 Fr. Oamenzind
Cincinnati on Vine Street. It
Lt.
4 Horace
23 ·Fr. Camenzind
leads the onlooker to the display
Lt 146 Juvenal
23 Fr. Camenzind
of a seismograph in the window
Thursday .June 1, 1939
next.
The display which was loaned 9:00 Ch.
2 Gen. Inorganic Chem/,
10 Fr. Miller
to the library by Xavier Uni- A. M.
Mr. Birkenhauer
versity includes a seismograph
Ch.
4 Qualitative Analysis
106 Dr. Deupree
and several charts, records, of
Ch. 108 Organic Chemistry
106 Dr. Deupree
recent earthquakes.
Ch. 120 Physical Chemistry
106 Dr. Deupree

=...•...•....=..•..•......=..•..•..•.....
1'1AftL
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Make Your Getaway
The Greyhound .Way!
Likely as not you can buy your Grey.
hound ticket home with just the money
you get from the second-hand store for
last semester's textbooks-and you know
that's not very much! With fares so low
and Super-Coaches so comfortable, it's
no wonder Greyhound· is the easy course
that everybody's taking to get out of college I See your local Greyhound agentand, incidentally, have a nice vacation!

GREYHOUND
7th and Walnut

BUS

DEPOT

Phone l'Arkway 6000

Sample One·Wa.rF•rN

COLUMBUS .... $ 2.15
CLEVELAND. . . 4.75
CHICAGO...... 5.70·
LOUISVILLE... 2.25
LEXINGTON. . . .1.25
ST. LOUIS.. . . . 6.26
PORTSMOUTH. 2.00
CHARLESTON . 3.76
ATHENS, OHIO 3.05
PITTSBURGH. . 6.85
PHILADELPHIA 10.90
NEW YORK .... 12.15
DETROIT. . . . . . 5.00
TERRE HAUTE. 3.60
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E. Vonderhaar TALBOTT

TO GO
TO:WEST' POINT

Inducted· Into
Appointment ofWilliam J. Talbott, freshman in the science col.Honor Group lege,
to the United States MiliFirst Honorary Membership
-Eight Seniors Initiated
In addition to eight members
of . the present senior class, Mr.
Edward P. Vonderha•ar, director
of Xavier publicity, was inducted into the Order of the Sword
and Plume, horior graduate society of Xavier University last
night at the initiation banquet
held at Roselawn Tavern.
The senior iliembers who were
selected into the organization
are J1ack A. Jones, Ralph W.
Kohlhoff, John T. Schuh, William J. Walsh, Robert H. Fox,
Donald G. Middendorf, !Paul A.
Gallagher, :and James J. Patton.
Conferring of honorary membership to Mr. Vonderhaar by
prominent Cincinnati attorney,
.President Frank X. Brearton,
marked the first time th•at the
honor society has given such an
honor to any.one.
Ineluded in the program were
addresses by the Rev. John J.
Benson, S. J., dean of the college of liberal arts and sciences,
and by President Brearton.

WILLIAM J. TALBOTT
Gets Coveted Honor
tary Academy at West Point was
confirmed Monday. 'I\he appointment came from Representative
Joseph _Bates of the eighth district of Kentucky.
An "A" rated student, T·albott
is a resident of Elet Hall and iS
the son of J. Dan'. Talrbott of
Bardstown, Ky., and has a brother, John C. Ta1bott, in the junior
. . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - year of the arts college.
Y MC A
Having finished ·the mental
NIGHT LAW SCHOOL ·tests :for entry dnto the major
military college of the U.S. more
FOR
than a year ago, he entered the
UNIVERSITYSTUDENTS University :to (prepare ror a ;posCo-educational
sLble appointment thr-0ugh train•
ing in tp.e RO'.DC unit.
He recently passed his physiFour-Year
·
LL.B.Evening
DegreeCourse
cal exammation
and is to report
e
to the instituti:on July 1.
Faculty of Prominent
Judges and Members of the
·
Cincinnati Bar

R~QUIREllENTs

ENTRANCE
Collece decree or 60 bours of accredited college. work,
Come fa /_or
interview.

BUMMER Pre-Legal
Evening Courses Start June ·9 ·

y

ASK

FOR

1 9 3 9

CATALOGUE

NHIHT LAW SCHOOL
Cllerey 15848

Clentral Parkway at Elm

blend the brasses and ree.ds into
a diversified musical vocabulary.
There is to' be about a fifteen
minute recess between the concert and' the dance,· giving attendants sufficient time to prepare the dance floor.
At the elcetion meeting and final practice of the Clef Clulb
Tuesday n i g ht, Richard T.
Schmidt, pre-medical junior, was
elected president hy a wide majority over the rest of the candidates.
Melvin J. Tepe, arts
junior, was voted to the position
of vice president and' secretary.
Roger J. McDermott, arts junior,
and former business manager of
the News,. was elected to the
treasurer's ·office.
Director Franklin Bens, as
gratification for· the club's faithful work, ,gave his interpretation
ol: three. semi-.classical songs at
.the practice. They were: "The
Hills of Home," ·~clouds,'' and
"The Neaipolitan Love Song," by
Victor Herbert.
Retiring -0fficers of the club
are: W. Frank Moore, president;
Richard T. Schmidt, as vice president and secretary; and Paul A.
Gallagher, treasurer,
Business manager of the club,
Ropei:t L. Saxton, said that he
was pleased to announce thart the
organization had one of the most
remarkable financial successes in
all years of the_ club's existence.
The 1b lue and gold keys were
distributed to the faithful graduating members of the club at
the meeting Tuesday lby the Rev.
John V. Usher, :S. J., moderator.
Those who received . the tok.iens
were: Moore, Donlin, Gallagher,
William A. Walsh and Thomas J.
Harper.

PAGE THRl!!E

PHILOSOPHY MEDAL
Koppa
CONTESTANTS NAMED
Will

Sigma Mu
Install 25

Contestants' for tihe 1939 Jun-

Twenty-five new members will
ior Philosophy Medal competi- be taken into the Kappa Sigma
Mu -0f the Evening Division at
tion were announced by the
the annual initiation to be held
partment of Philosophy this
Sunday, May 28, at the A•lms Howeek .. They are: John J. Bru- tel, it was learned this week.
der, John W. Woestman, BerMiss Anne B. Mentink, in
nard L. Baumann, A'lbert W. Ef- charge of the Red Ticket, ankeman, Eric J. Espel, John Tal- nounced the following candibot, Richard J. Weingartner, and dates:
For president, Charles C.
Francis P. Burke. Last year's
Boyle; vice president, Al M.
winner was William J Rielly.
Boex; recording secretary, Mary
In order to decide the one who E. Rechtin; iTeasurer, Geol'ge
has excelled in the study of phi- Eckes; directors, Joseph Westendorf, Robert Woerner, and Cliflosophy according to the tenets
ford Bohmer.
designed by Mr. Martin G. Dum. John Moser announced these
ler, L. L. D., '27, a 2000 word candidates on the Blue Ticket:
essay on "The Immorta'lity of
F.or presidnt, Harry Ferman;
the S-0ul" has to be written by vice-president, Gent lMyer; recording secretary, Dolores Mcthe Junior applicants.·
The result of the judging by Carthy; corresponding secretary,
Alma \7.olle; treasurer, Ralph
the department will be disclosed Heile; directors, Rosema·ry Webat the Graduation Exercises, on er, Leonard Gruber, and RayWednesday, June 7th.
mond Huhn.

De-

Rollrrtan's
1

Men's Sport Shop -

.•

First Floor

-;::===========:BUT D£Fl NITE'LY I !

THE BEST
FOOD, DRINKS, MUSIC
IN ~IN~TINNATI

Act1·v1·ty Of
Clef 'Club Is_ .
Ended T on •IQ ht

.n

THE LOWEST PRICES!
LET US PRO'VB
THIS STATEMENT

(Continued from Page 1)
that the concert- is the principal
event on the evening's program,
and that the dance is · only a
secondary part of the night's entertainment.
Admission i~ fifty ·cents.
For the dance to follow, Herman Kirschner's orchestra will

Fresh Strawberry Tarts

MEN*
A Great Outfit
Fo1• the Great Outdoors

Ensemble Suit
Here is a treat that no man can resist--fresh, deep, generous-sized, filled with luscious berries and rich custard, and all cupped

ln a crisp tender pastry. ·

2 for 15c

6

45c

for
Also Fresh Strawberry
pie, and Rhubarb or
BlackberrY, at 35 & 50c

VIRGINIA -BAKERY
CLIFTON

and

LUDLOW

J-95

Fellow Americans - here's the answer to those hot days
ahead. Spend your sportslife and leisurely week-ends in
these comfy togs ... A natty sanforized Shrunk Ensemble 'l
to make yours a summer of comfort!
The Shirt can be worn in or out of pants! It has large
wooden buttons and two-button pockets.
The Pants have self belt, pleated front, two back pockets
and two side pockets. All sizes.
WCl'men weal' these, too

*
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The world has \definitely turned. its
back on romance. One -of our 1favorite
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The other one is as foUows:
La P.opulation ·on Italie s'oleva a
Lionel Atwill has app·eased in over
44 million d'anes.
75 pictures.
The translation: The population in Italy
-from the Post.
has ,increased ·by 44 million asses. The
Mr. Atwill, •Mr. Chamber~in; Mr. writers probably meant "d'ames" meanChamberlain, Mr. Atwill.
ing souls.
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Editor ................ ROBERT G. KISSEL

conise le votu du gourvernement
bretannique de "flair play."
which being translated by vaTious
French scholars gives us: Before the congress, Lord Halifax expressed the intention of the British government for "flair
play."

Copy Editor-John E. ,smith.
Sports Asslstnnts-Robcrt Cahill, Ed \Vlllenborg,
Brian Flanagan, Martin Ankenbruck,
llarry \Vasher.
Business Asslsta.nts-J~k Schuh, Bobert Fox.
Reporters-Joseph Kllngenberg, Frank Niesen,
Quentin Ilolley, Walter Deye, Aio:rslus Menke.
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Juggle1·-

Rumor-

Frenchy Borgagaray hasn't stolen any
"Lighthouse
bases for the Reds this year, but he's -on
Keeping Rooms
the way:
For Rent"
SqggestionFrenohy Bordagaray grabbed a -couple
-sig11 in Corryville
THAT the winner of the student of airplane and went to California to
chess tournament has been decided, visit his wife.
Perha·ps for alll us landlubbers to sea?
we suggest that the faculty have a chess
•
• • •
-from the Enquirer.
;round, to be run during the summer va•
Religioncation. The two wil;mers could then have
Q.-Should one make a practice of
a match. It could probably be held some F 01·eign Exchanget1me next September.. Let the Chess
Vincent Smith, who was editor of the coming late for church?
Club sponsor it, have it -open to the pub- News about six editors back sends us .A.-No. It is disturbing -to others.
lic, maybe charge admission.
two slices from Switzerland where he
-from the Post
'Local chess circles would then have is now studying.
But then on the other hand you might
proclaimed a new entrant in the Cincin•
"Devant le congres, lord a preavoid the collection.
nati field of champions.
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Of Last Things-

Now

WITH THE publication of this issue of
the News, the hum of the Xavier
presses will die away until autumn. We
wish the students and faculty and other
groups of our reading public a joyous
vacation and most pleasant summer
though.ts and leisure.
We know that all the members of the
staff have had a great deal of gratification and satisfaction from their services
given so undeniably ahd unselfishly. Our
hope is that the weekly arrival of the
~~~~-.x:~~~~News has aroused some interest in the
University functions and satisfaction to
As a health feature footbalt is apt to
the reader. That· at least was our aim. be an. all scar attraction. -HEALTH
We're sincere when we say that we hope
to have hit the ta-i;get.
~~~~-x.~~~~-

Why Xaviel' ? -

IN

AN open letter to the high school

" Every man makes mistakes, but he
students who may be interested in
must be prepm·ed to make ivorse blun- Xavier, and perhaps to some of the studers when he tries to correct the old dents themselves, we emphasize the· pu'rones."
pose of Xavier University:

Cultural Decline?-

"The purpose ·of Xavier University is
to produce the educated Catholic gentleman of character, not merely trained in
Catholic doctrine, but imbued with the
whole heritage ,of Catholic culture, who
things straight, vigorously, m1d independently in the light of a consistent philosophy of life that sees life whole; who
expresses himself in oral and written
speech clearly, effectively, and securely;
who adopts the scientific attitude of mind
towards the problems of his environment
with a view to controlling it for his -own
well-being and that of his fellow-men;
who has ·learned to associate with his fellow men _agreeably, and to cooperate with
them effectively; who understands why
he must be moral, understands the religion he professes, and in accordance
with that profession acts uprightly and
finely in his irelations to God, his fellow
men, and himself."

W:ANING MATERIAL-MINDED, the
world has brought about, so the college professors tell us, a cultural decline in the realms of aestheticism. :Artists, writers, playwrights in appealing to
the sensual nian by a portrayal of the
· "real" side of life, or more exactly the
"sub-real," have dragged the arts down
to a lower intellectual plane.
Something of the sort took place Monday in the Philopedian Debate Society's
election. We are given to understand
that only eleven members took part in
the election meeting. The students in
an arts college should take it upon themselves to allow no such 'cultural decline
in its extra-curricular activities.
The debate society has long been one
of the most active organizations on the
campus. As such, it should remain so.
A quotable quote from an editorial
used in the 'March 17 issue should have
place here regarding th.e rather stagnate
situation.
"The only comment we have to make Behind 01· Before?that is not entirely congratulatory on the c·ATHOLIC leaders are unanimous in
· their complaints of Catholic apathy
foundation of new campus or.ganizations
is that there is a danger of a diversion toward Catholic movements. It seems
of student interest from the traditional that Catholics shrink in horror from
groups of long standing on the Xavier uniting with fellow Catholics in anything
but worship.
campus.
It seems to me that
'"We believe this should be guarded
Catholic colleges, like
against. True,, there -has been no new
Catholic
individuorganization instituted which has not had
als,
have
much
of this
an excellent motive and good solid reasame spirit. They, too,
son for existence. iBut ·our Student Body
shrink from any sugis not large, and it can be divided and
gestion of a Catholic
subdivided only so often before it disapunion and prefer to be
pears from view.
dominated by secular
"Interest in the recent organizations is
and state 'educational
to be encouraged. Waning interest in
associations. The inthe old and ivy-covered ·ones is to be
feriority complex that Catholic organizacarefully avoided."
tions gained from the anti-Catholic era
And it would seem that st:udents are of the last century has ingrained the be~
not only avoiding interest in the Philo- lief _that a union of one Catholic college
pedian Society, but avoiding the organ- with another involves a loss of prestige
ization ltself. A truly sorry state for for both.
such a cultural and tradition-filled uniH Catholic colleges are to be a force
versity as ours.
in the community they must recognize
their interdependence. Otherwise they•
P eople used to talk about choosing their are as impotent as the secular liberal edwalk in life. They dcm't want any such ucation which is now so widely criticized.
thing now. What they want is the ride Alone, they are like the "voice crying
in life.
in the wilderness"; united, they can lead

'

,...

•

FIRE AT WILL

\.

The melancholy days are come,
The saddest of the year. . . .
We refer not only to the approaching
days when we shall all of us draw neat
little diagrams of our own ignorance in
a set of bluebooks; we are sad also
because with this issue we must bar the
shutters on the newsroom and hide ourselves under a typewriter-cover until the
summer simmers away. . ..

mediate French class was given several
idioms about which to construct complete sentences. One was "tout d'un coup"
meaning all of a sudden. Quick as a
flash the current song hit "Three Little
Fishies" 'Came to a certain Windy City
student's mind. And quickly, too, he
had this sentence: "All of a sudden· I
met a shark."

•

What the inspector did not see last .
Tuesday was the efficiency of the cadet
corps in a pinch, as demonstrated by officers Antonelli, Summers, Konersman,
Rielly, who succeeded in urging felLowofficer Schuh's car down the ·univel'Sity
Drive in full uniform .
- (that is the
officers).

..

•

..

With a view to tasting a: preview of
obscurity, we betook ourselves into the
heart of the countryside (which, we believe, the poets would call lush right
now) and sauntered into a local hostelry. We discovered that this is the place
where the Victorian era fled to when the
rest of the world grew crass; for here
*
at two o'clock on any afternoon one may
What the cadet corps did not see was
see. a pair of barmaids in calico aprons the inspector and his colleague tossing a
washing lamp chimneys
. within five coin to determine the shiniest advanced
course cadet . . . Lieutenant Gruber esmiles of Science Ha!I.
pecially did not see it. . . .
• • •
Of possible interest to the collegiate
• • * * *
anti-swing crusaders ,or those who conSo we leave the campus for a bit, with
demn radio listening combined with Keystone Lucas to carry •On through the
homework might be this item: the inter- hot months in the role of tennis prexy...

..

'

.i

.. . .

.. .

CURRENT COMMENTARY.

~~~~-x.~~~~-

.,

modern philosophy out of the chaos into
which the leadership of modernist interests has led it.
The United States has been described
as a nation of many small "hill-top Colleges." Catholic educators, unfortunately, are still attempting to adapt themselves to the antiquated plan of mass
education, when others have already
abandoned· it. Scholastic and Catholic
ideals do not command the respect they
should in the educated world because
our ·institutions are not large enough to
command general recognition.
Half tacitly Catholic education has recognized an inferiority in scholarship to
secular education by paying lip service
to its means and methods. Far :llrom apeing secular and municipal institutions,
the Catholic educator, with his superi-Or
philosophy and inestimatable advantage
in his secure possession of Truth, should
recognize that it is his destiny to hold
aloft the torch of leadership instead of
tagging along at the end of the procession.
Catholic educators must sbrike out on
a new path away from Deweyism. They
must cease to think -of mass educatiqn
and concentrate their efforts on the development -of Catholic scholars. Scholarship is never a "drug on the market,"

.,

1

By Frank L. Luken
,.
even when graduates are.
Mortimer Adler recently asked in
Commonweal whether Catholic education
could be criticized. Such a question is
naive. Of course it can. But criticism
alone is abortive .. Along with constructive criticism, Catholic. education needs
men who can visualize not only the mistakes of the past but also the possibilities
·of the future.
Cath-0lic Action does not cease when
we enter the doors of a eollege. If Catholic colleges would only cooperate in
furthering Catholic scholarship, the universal "religion" of materialism that
dominates education and the whole of
modern life could be combated. Catholic colleges •have ·common ideals, common methods and a common goal, but
they have no common bond of unity.

..
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RetrospectionOur connection with the News ends
with this edition. Extending our ,columnist's prerogative a bit, we would like to
tihank our journalistic colleagues, tihe editors, the corridor commentators, and· a
number of friendly critics among the
students and faculty, who, all unknow-ingly, aided in the development of this
column.
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j SCENE: ANY COMMENCEMENT- IMedcils Awarded

To 32 At Corps
Area Inspection

(Continued ~rom Page 1)
Weigand were awarded the
Chambers Hautman Post Citizenship !Medal for having displayed exceptional qualities of
sound citizenship.
Cadets Joseph F. Ackerman,
John V. Kettas, John H. Murray,
David A. O'Dowd, Walter P.
OverJ;>eck, John J. Singer and
John B. Tepe were awarded the
Xavier 'Military Medal for having won the Freshman Gunsquad competition.
Cadet Sergeant Charl.es W.
King was awarded the Qualification Medal f.or excellence in
sma11 bore pistol firing.
Cadet First Lieutenant Law-
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rence Sommers, Cadet First Sergeant Robert G. Kissel, and Cadet Sergeant Lawrence 'I'. Hiltz

STUDENT 'PEACE UNIT
MERITS SPECIAL NOTE

were selected by the Inspectors.
as the best ·appearing cadets, and
were awarded the Appearance
Medals.
Cadet Captain Lawrence E.
Rack, and Cadet First Lieutenants Robert W. Oker, John T.
Schuh, Carl W. Tillman and
Vincent Beckman, of the class of
'38 also were awarded Xavier
Pistol Charms.

Of the five American affiliates
of !Pax Romana which are working for the success of the Pax
Romana Congress to be held
from August 27 to September 9,
in New York and WashingtOn,
D. C., one group, the Catholic
Student Peace Federation warrants a special title and enjoys
a separate listing because of its
specialized purpose.
The c. A. I. P. is the eldest
·Cadet Philip K. Horrigan was
awarded fi~st
·
f
t
t
and
only daughter of the Cath.,
prize o . wen y
olic
Association
fo.r International
dollars for having been judged
Peace.
Its
aim
is
to foster Cathwinner of the essay contest held
olic student opinion on questions
by the Hamilton County Na- o{ peace and neutrality. It voices
tional Defense Council, and Ca- the views of the Catholic studet First Sergeant Robert G. dent body on these topics and
Kissel was awarded five dollars takes very definite stands on the
vital questions regarding peace
for having won second place in which are continually being
the same ·contest.
brought before the public.

Er .
. Is there a doctor
OF MEDICINE "in the house?

the

reader
writes
Editor, the News:

Civic - mind~d, charitably - inclined men and women of Hamilton County are invited to rreceive solicitors kin_dly or to .forward donations now in the event
of anticipated absence on the
"Save St. Mary Hospital" campaign dates, May 27-28, Judge
William E. Handley, executive
chairman for the drive declared
in a message in behalf of the
drive made public today.
"The people of Cincinnati are
familia•r with the financial stress
of St. Mary Hospital" Judge
Handley declared. "Unless· something is done to remedy this conditiorr we are fearful lest the
services of this grand institution
. will be lost to the sick poor of
our community. . This would ,be
a real calamity for the sick poor
and a sad comment upon the
people of Cincinnati.
"E'rat'ernal, civic, labor and
other. organizations are banded
together for the two-day countywide solicitation on Saturday
and Sunday, May 27-28, to "Save
St. Mary Hospital." An appeal
is made to all citizens to help
make the · campaign successful.
Donations, large or small, will
be welcomed, will be appreciated
and will ·Cooperate to raise the
fund to help assuTe continuance
<>f St. Mary Hospital's work to
the siek poor.
''W hile there has been recorded a large list of volunteer so. licitors to make the eanvassing
1

At-

The
Swing Record Shop
Hearl
The IBtest bits on
VIVTOR & BLUEBIRD RECOltDS
• 3 Little Fishes
• Our Love.
• And
• Angels Bing,

3928 Reading Road
Open 3 - 6 - Thurs, Eve.
AU Dll)" Silt. :Phone AV, 01130

work, additional volunteers can
be used. It is necessary to devote only a few hours time. Volunteers may communicate with
the campaign headquarters in
the ·old Times-Star Building,
Sixth and Walnut Streets."
Judge Handley urged "Cincinnatians to receive the volunteer
solicitors cordially and to make
their donations as large as is
convenient. These workers are
giving up their holiday time to
help the •hospital. Hence, their
courteous reception is important.
For those who will be absent
from their homes ·on May 27 and
28, it is suggested that donations'
be sent now to the "Save St.
'.Mary Hospital" campaign headquarters, old Times-Star Building, Sixth and Walnut Skeets."
Harry H. Schutte,
Secretary.

POGUE'S 1939
PALM BEACH
SUITS

Spangenherg's
Service Station
G11lf Prod11cts
Lexington & Reading Road
Phone A Von 9659

LATEST HITS

BLUE BIRD and VICTOR

REC.ORDS
0 Beer Barrel Polka

• Three Little Fishies
• Little Sir Echo
• Little Skipper
•Our Love
• Heaven Can Wait
4

:~~:~::a

35c 3 for S1.00

15-50
Come torrid blistering sun ••• hot ~ultry nights. Take
them in your stride with your new Palm Beach suit
to keep you cool.
Greater porosity than 'ever b~
fore - that let's your body breathe freely.
Smart
tailoring and shape retaining style. Colors for every
man's taste and the unbeatable Palm Beach Whites.
M~n's

Clothing- Second Floor

POGUE'S MEN'S SHOP

s
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CINCINNATI,

Melopogivers Challenge

Anyhod.y To Anything
Phrased "Jacks
Of All Athletics"

NEW

omo, FRIDAY, MAY,

Successful • • •
Superlative . • .
Substitutes • • •

EDITOR

BY BRIAN FLANAGAN

·T

s

(

19, 1939

Goll Team
Scores Even
Prospects for the next
edition of the Xavier baseball
Breali
team look very good at this stage
NEXT YEAR'S NINE
LOOKS PROMISING

year~s

with many likely replacements
coming
from this year's freshThe 'X' golfers putted and drove
Climaxing two years of
The end of a successful athleti~ man squad.
In an inter-team at a .500 cUp over the weekend
work on the News, Lawrence
J. Heim assumed with this season, such as Xavier has en- battle F-riday the yeadings set in a windup to the present golf
BY LARRY HEIM
issue
the duties of the Sports joyed during the past year is !back the varsity !by the score of season. The quartet lost an 11-7
On our own campus can be
generaliy fi.1iled rwilbh dire pre- 2-1.
decision to a strong Kentucky
found an athletic organization Editor, replacing Hal Ritzie,
dictions of what will cOllle durNorton, on the hill: for the team, Tuesday, at the Western
commerce
junior,
who
has
which instead of changing its
ing the next year.
However freshmen, loo~ like a .good man Hills Country Club, and hung up
players for the different sports, has held the position since the
Coach
Clem
Crowe
seems
to be for: Tony Comello's '39-'40 pitch- a 131h-41h victory at Marshall,
merely substitutes the sport of end of the football season last
especially luclty as he is grad- ing staff.
fall.
"Moose" Himmler Friday.
the season and can:ies on with
Heim, an arts sophomore, uating but few and has a wealth ;playing left field fur the first
In the Kentucky contest iboth
ts same players.
No, it is .not .the erstw~ile was a reporter during his of materiail to work with..•. All year men, decided the freshmen- clubs were off their usual steady
X-men's Club nor the Intramur- freshman year and a copy signs seem to point to a: even varsity tilt with a long h'ome run. game but the Colonels, slacltened
al Sports Committee nor the . editor for the last two semes- more successful season next year, Vaughn, Conver, and Gates by their 11-7 setback at the hands
we hope, hope, hope.
are also likely prospects !or regi- of the University of Cincinnati
Confederation of unproselyted ters.
* • •
berths on the varsity.
on Monday, tightened up enough
u1ar
athletes, but the "Melopogivers,':
to eke out a win.
the 'jacks of all athletics.'
to the St. Andrew Club.
The Musketeer football record
Bob Thaxton led the KentuckThis group composed largely As said before the Melops do for the past' year was an imipresians with the unusual high score
of varrsity athletes besides being not change their players but sive one, the Muskie,\l winning
of 77 on the par 7·2 Western Hills
thusly versatile oozes 1:with con- their sport. The present .indoor seven while dropping ibut- two
Course ·while a pair of 79's lby
fidence, challenging all comers team is made up of the same close ·ones. · · · Only four regu:.
Paul [Beckman and Walt Deye
in any sport from 'rough and players who staged such hectic lars-Howe, Schnierge, Carroll,
were low for Xavier.
ready rugby' .to ping-pong and basketball exhibitions on· the and Walsh will: be lost through
The Kentucky club is the pre'checkmating-chess.'
Fieldhouse ·aoor during the early graduaition. · · ·To fill these posts
The Melopogivers - whether part .of this year. And against Cmwe will have both weight and
Ai'tter three weeks of stiff tourney favorite to capture the
th~ name has a Greek, (Hebrew, any ping-porig challenge the experience at his command.
In competition the Xavier golfers Kentucky state .golf tournament.
'I'he Bluegrass goHers close the
or Brooklyh derivation has not club would send last year's stu- fact, the Cro.wemen will possess a·re at last rounding into shape.
been determined, .originated last' dent champ, Don Carroll; while more resewe material than last
Defeats m tne early season. by season with a record of five vicfall and choose their title to fit Jim 1Rees would uphold the hon- fall, 1because of tile up and com- Dayton University and Kentucky tories in seven starts, afl.d these
in with the swing revolution or of the club in any pistol duel ing freshmen, who aTe determin- University have served to drive include two wins over the University of Louisville, defending
which was then beginning to -shouldei;, to shoulder, fifty ed to graib off at least one :regu- the team on to greater: efforts.
state champs.
arise in musical and dancing paces,. or any other way.
lar post.... Incidentally, did you
Each ·game has shown a markcircles.
From many points of view the knaw that the 1939. squad was ed imtpTovement on the .part of 'In a previous match ·Friday, at
Competent Indoor Team
Melopogivers !have !hit upon a judged to ·be the ibest coached the Xavier men, and !before the the tough Spring Valley course,
At present the interests and good idea. Besides keeping in team the coaches of Ohio Univer- intercollegiate season concludes in Huntington, W. Va., the team
abilities of the Melops are fo- conditi-on themselves, the mem- sity, University of South Caro- they should have a numiber 'of racked up its first victory with
a l31h-41h win over a fairly comcused on that popular game, in- hers have succeeded in keeping lina, and University of.Kentucky points in the win oolumn.
petent Marshall team. The Xdoor baseball. With "Sinkerball" alive some notion of intramural met last fall?
Stan Flick, commerce junior,
men. were paced by Stan Flick's
Boehm and "Zip" Nickel form- sports spirit. With ·more ath•· * * '
and a veteran of two years, has
'ing a very nifty. battery, and the letic teams sponsored by vaTious '11he greaitest basketlball ~om shown a greatly improved l\VOOd 77, ·w.rth Grever: and Meister fol-·
flashy infield combination of groups the student body could' :bination that Xavier has ever game, and his .lbng iron ·shots lowfog through 'with 83's and
Dahm, Rees, Bowler, and Joe bring about the success of intra- put together will be diSrnantled have .been very fine. Paul Beck- WaLt Deye closing with an 84.
Sweeney sparking in mid-sea- murals for which there is a con- and C. C. C. will have to start man, arts junior, lost to ·the team ' Par for tlie Spring Valley
style, the Melops have quite a tinuous student cry.
building all over again, with Al in the early ·part of the season layout is 7'2 "and the many hills
ball club.
~
Gesclbr.acht as the jillainspring. due to mness, has returned to that dot the course in the rllbbonThe scene of the Melopgivers'
Sophomores Me e:xipected to lend his magic putting aibility to- like fail'ways tend to keep the
:Howgames this year has been the
take over the two posts with the ward the success of the team. scores aibove this total.
lower practice field, and the opdependalble Boze Litzlinger slated His long game has been excep- ever, the record for ·the ·course is
ponents - any good indoor team
to fill in .A!1 ·Howe's guard post. tionally fine for this early bi the a 69, held by the nationally-famous Denny Shute ..
from Avondale, Norrwood, or the
Fletcher's rpistol squad will season.
surrounding neighborhood. · They
lose quite a number of marks. have met and defeated the
men by graduation, ibut with the er day Nick Weiler was massagGruen Watch club, the Alumni
As this issue goes to press the imrproved facilities at hand ought ing his throwing arm, iwhich he
nine, and the Dorm Freshmen final winners in .the Field Artil- to ibe able to continue on wtln- fondly cailed ·his !Pitchlng arm.
squad, while losing one contest lery Pistol Meet have not yet ning ways.
Cra:cked little man Gallagher:
• • •
been announced.
The latest
"You aren't just sarying that eitho~eph
The boxing team will fose but er.' ...
word is that the Xavier ·IRO'.OC
• • "
pistoleers with a score of 1296 two members-Jeep Kehler and
This correspondent iwas discusThe Musketeer baseball team
stand a .good -chance to capture Henb Heekin .... The glove slingthe award in the second division . ers were just organized this sing fight matters with our pu.;. ibl)at themselves last Thursday as
.,
'11he ma~imum quaUfying total year and will probably be on a gilistic janitor from Science Hall, they went down .to defeat eight
firmer foundation next year with Chlff "Paducha" Carro}:!, and we to one before the Big Reds of St.
for this group is 1300.
As a special feature of the J·im Rees, big heavy!Weight, ex- .happened to hit upon the Louis- Joseph College, Collegeville, Ind.,
C o r p s Inspection <:eremonies pected to be the starting arm Galento fiasco, come next June. at the stadium on the lower play:The Xavier .baseball team Tuesday fur graduating members around which Joe FilipOIJ.e will. Cliff not only cedes a victory to ing field.
emerged from a wild and wooly of .this yeaT's pisto1l team and a build his squad.
Louis but emphasizes his <:hoice
The home nine :was outhit nine
game at Lexington last Tuesday mainstay of last year's team were
• • •
with this:
"That Galento ·guy to five and: 1besides committed
with the Kentucky team o.n. the aiwarded Xavier: Pistol Charms.
Tony Comello's squad hasn't won't last three rounds."
It fifteen errors to three !for ·the Inshort end of a 24-9 score.
Those honored were Larry Rack, had a very successiful season to ~ill be remembered that A1 Ste- dianians.
Bill Kopp started on the mound Bob Oker, Jlack Schuh, Carl Till- date but W·ill lose only four reg- phan's spar.ts column Of last
Xavier's first tally, and only
for the Muskies and pitched good man, and the '38 memlber-Vin".' ulars and will be a:ble to make a year's News, X-Cues, published one, came in the thiTd inning on
ball :for five innings, the game cent Beckman.
much improved showing next Cliff's correct :prediction on the Roy Neary's home run.
Gutgbeing 8-2 in favor of Xavier.
To replace these men on the year. . . . Kopp, Putman, Ross, outcome of the 1938 Louis- sell, pitcher for the St. Joe outfit, showed some masterful form.
Then in the fifth the blow-up '39-'40 squad Sgt. Kenneth ·Fletch• and Gladstone will all !be hack Schmeling meeting.
• • •
St. Joseph scored one run i;n
came, the Oolonels batted Kopp er, coach, has capalble men on his from last yea'r's !Pitching sta:tf, as
out of the box, and before Russ reserve team. William Everett, will Litzinger behind the iPlate,
Things we will miss next year: the third, two in the :fifth and
could end the barrage of base Riobert Weigand, Bii.11 Jacober, Weiler in center, Klingenlbeng in ... Al Howe's repeated attempts five in the sixth as a clima·x. In
bits had counted thirteen runs.
and :Charles King, who was rfght and Steuer in left, Blunt at to get his kid ibrother in free. . . . the third an error played a big
·Coach Comella sent a parade awarded the Xavier pistol team second, and Joe Shuster at thiid. Jeep Keller's locker :room: songs part in their scoring of a run. A
of pitchers to the mound includ- medal for excellence in small- ... Again freshmen are expected and general all around screwi'- single by Petri;ch, center fielder,
ing Kopp, Russ, Gladstone, and bore pistols, appear as likely to gr.aib off a few posts with first ness ... Paul Gallagher's "moth~ got the man across the pay rubPutman. None were alble to si- pr-0.spects to fill the gaps left \by and short being .the probable er-hand" at the manageI' post. ber.
In the fifth the visitors
, lence the Kentuckian bats, and graduation.
Then too, Robert ones.... Moose Himmler is like- . . . Al Schmerge's strong-Bilent- scored '1Jwo Tuns on three hits,
the nine-run total of X went for Rack, who received the ·.Oinci'n- ly to get the shortstop position man way. .
Papipy Carroll's with· an "X" error thrown in. In
naught.
With iballs raining all nati Regional PJstol Meet medal while Bill Gates and Bert Robin, star.tied gazelle look. . . . Roy the sixth the nine really lblew UJp,
over the outfield Joe Klingenber.g in Class D this year, and Jim two Louisville •boys, have the in- Neazy's one handed shots from· committing five errors, and with
again displayed the brand of fly Rees, consistent ·high point man side track on the rst base post.
the side. . . . Pat Donovan's six- the three hits netted the opposichasing which he has shown all for two years, will :be iback to
• • •
ty words a :mJinute, hitting you tion five counters to cin<:h the
year.
strengthen the team.
.Aipologies to Dick Robers for from .the si~e of Pat's mouth: . . . game.
By this .swamping vfctory the
In the itiwenty matches :fired our statement last week in this Dick Rdber's never ruffled (unJ1~ Gladstone, • Bill Putman,
Kentucky team avenged the 9-8 this year the te,am IWOn fif.teen column.... Coach Coniello gave ti1 the other day) temper.•.•. and Bill Kopp did the chucking
defeat which the MUSlkies :had 'in- victories, including wins over us the tip· and revoked it later. In fact we miss anyone who is chores for the Xavier nine, and
flicted upon them earlier in the Purdue, Eastern State Teachers, ... :Big Stoop has lbeen out there graduating this year.... So long bi.if for the err-0rs .afield might
year at the Xavier Stadium. ·
and St. Bonaventure.
pitching all .the way;;., The oth• until the fall.
have won the game for Xavier.

==============

Golf Team In
Good Shape__For
Final Matches

Pistol Team
Scores 1.296
In Art'y Meet

Xavier
Overwhelmed
By Colonels

...

...

Muskie Nine's
Errors Win
For St. J

.,:·

...

... ,

'·:t
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FULL DETAILS
OF MANEUVERS
ARE REVEALED
Sharon Woods Set As Site
For Overnight Program
Plans for the military week•end maneuver have been practically completed, and rt.he affair
wm defini·tely take place on June
3 and 4. A limited number of
students will be pei:mitted to take
part Jn the demonstration and
since some have already volunteered, those who wish to accompany the expedition are ad.vised to sign up in the Military
Office.
The Xavier University ROTC
is collaborating with the Organized Reserves and the Ohio National Guard in the maneuver.
The place has been tentatively
named as Sharon Woods. The
expedition wiH consist" of a river crossing, which is one of the
most difficult military maneuvers
in the Army, and cannot be attempted without much planning
and forethought, and then -0nly
with trained troops.
The starting point of the expedition will be the Freeman
Avenue Armory. !Bivouac will
be established at five o'clock in
the aMernoon of June third. At
six o'clock, dinner will be served, and then the cadets will be

free unti'l 9:30 when lights are
out. At two o'clock Sunday
morning, all will rise, partake o!
a light breakfast, and then begin the maneuver to cross the
river. The troops will return ·at
eight o'dock in the momin, have
a. ful:l meal, and then return. The
affair should be very instructive,
and according to Captain George
E. WrockJoff, .a.ss't. P. M. S. & T.,
all the men partaking will have
a good time.
Cadets who volunteer are asked to ·retain one military shirt,
trousers, web-belt, cap, and to
bring an old pair of shoes. Dungarees will be furnished, so that
the clothes will not be ruined.

TEPE IS .98TH
PRESIDENT OF
PHILOPEDIAN

Weigand Wins
Commencement
Final Round Of
P'ans Heralded,
Chess Tourney
Speakers Named
Winning two successive games
(Continued from Page 1)
ment was the idea of publishing in a two out of three game~. finthe conte.nts of the pamphlets in al match, Robert M. Weigand,
the ,secular press.
This .also arts sophomore, defeated Eric
grew and at the present time ltH J. F.spel, arts junior, to capture
secular papers of every size and the Xavier Chess Championship
ty;pe are prin<t.ing articles of Monday.
Throughout the tournament,
Catholic information.
which
has been conducted durMr. Rogers himself attended
ing the past three and one-half
the University of Pennsylvania, months, Weigand conquered Meland after twent.y-four years in vin J. Tepe, Harry E. Gold, an9various advertising positions he William J. F. Roll Jr., to reach
took up Catholic A-ction as his the finals.
sole work.
He is a director ofr
----...-....-..-..-....-..-.------.-.-,._..--.-..---.---

Key To

Be Awarded
To Biology Student

A gold key is to :be awarded
by the Biology Cluib to the student of biologiy attaining the
highest average. Only members'
of the club, however, are eligible, ·announced James J. Clear,
president. The decoration is to
be awarded at ·graduation with
the announcement of the winner.
The donor of the medal wishes
to rema·in anonymous.

Announcing
Your Musical
Cocktail
Served al the neVl

Record Bar
the National Catholic Evidence Ii
& Classical
papular
Conference, and its president for
Know the Best
1939-1940.
He has written ar- 1
In its 98th election, the Philo- ticles for America, Our Sunday 1•
pedian Society, senior campus Visitor, Ecclesiastical Review,
Vee Dee Bee
organization, chose Melvin, J. Holy Name Journal, The Sign, •
Tepe as its president.
Other Catholic Action, Messenger of the
Record Shop
A. Complete
voting •revealed Rolbert E. Ink603 Vine St.
Secred
Heart,
and
the
N.
c.
w.
Dry
Cleaning
Service
rot, ~cretary, and· Paul L. BurkCHettY 1814
C. News and Feature Service.
hart, Chairman of Debates. .
The work of Mr. Rogers and 1621 Dana • MEirose 2200
Sixth & Vine
Other candidates nominated his associates in the Narberth I
for these offices were: president, Movement has received the ap- J....._ •..-.....-................................ i;•..
Robert IS. Koch and Inkr<ot; sec- proval of pract!ically every one
retary, J'Ohn 'I'. King and Irvin 'F. of the members of the American
Beumer; chail'Ill'an, Paul C. Beck- hierarchy, including the local
man and William J. F. Roll.
archbishop, <the Rt. Rev. John T.
The retiring officers include McNicholas, 0. P.
William J. Riell<y, president;
As in the past, the graduation
Tepe, secretary; and Donald G. exercises will be held in the MeMiddendorf, chairman.
morial FieldhouSe and will inelude the ·presentation of ten different medals and ·awards to
those studen<t.s outstanding in
special fields of study in the
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, and eight rto those in the
will be safe, sure and en·
Evening Division.
Father Hogue, the deliverer of
joyable if you are
the baccalaureate sermon, is completi..ng his first year at Xavier.
riding on
He iwas educated at St. Louis Un-.
iversity, the Jesuit House of Stu-.
MOHAWK
dies ·on the Island of Jersey off
the French Coast, and at the Gre-·
SUPER·CHIEF
gorian University lin iRome. He
has previously been stationed in
Detroit, .Cleveland, and Toledo.
The baccalaureate services will
be held in St. Francis Xavier
Ohuvch in downtown Cindinnati.
a si:rse for every car On !Saturday, J.une 3, the gradprice for every purseates 'Will !be received into the Alumni Association while Open
House , and Inspection will !be
1. What summer suit has 1600 open windows
held on the Avondale campus the
SA~ES
in eve1·y inch of cloth-to let the body breathe?
following day. June 5 will !be
PA. 1890 devoted to the activities of the
2. What is the coolest color a man can wear?
Alumnae .Association.

DANA DRY

CLEANERS

I
I

I

;,====================;;;;;:====;;;;;:=i

YOUR

VA~ATION

TIRES

•

a

QUIZ

MORAWK TIRE
14 E. 9th St.

3. What is the world's only washable sttit with
a weightless shoulder lift?

for· Xavier Students
AGIFTwith the
EMBLEM

4. What sttit weighs less than 36 ounces in a
37 size?
5. What does it cost to be cool and comfortable
all smmner long?
·

ANSWERS
1. Genrtine P aim Beach

ONLY

•1ttOMJNATING
ENGINEERING
SOCIETY

The Light of Xavier is one of th~ best possible gifts
to give or receive ... clever ... attractive . . .
practical . . . inexpensive . . . and lasting. An
*I.E. S. approved lamp, as distinctive to look at as
it is easy to see by, makes studying less tiresome
and dresses up your room.

2. Palm Beach White
3. Genttine P aim Beach
4. Ralm Beach Airtones
5. $15.50, the price of the new

SEE THEM .•. and PLACE ORDER NOW
(for delivery early in June} at the University
Office or at your Electric Shop.

PALM BEACH SUITS

THE GAS· & ELECTRIC SHOP

Where can Palm Beach Suits be bought? At your
favorite clothier-everywhere at their low nation·
wide price. Goodall Company, Ciricinnati, Ohio.

COVINGTON

FOURTH & MAIN
NEWPORT

BELLEVUE

($4.75 FOR SLACKS-$18.50 FOR FORMALS)

TA fL 0 R: E; 0

STORE HOU RS: 8 to 5, including s·aturday

~~

FROM

THE

e·v

G 0

a

0 AL ...

"'"!!. ~4·
GENUINE

CLOTH

•

'

.
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The .Xaveria-n. Iri C1$n·.c·1$n·n·at1$ ~i~~e~~~;se~ingS\~e:~tal~: .~~
O'Kelly is now en route to the
United States on the Liner Washington. He is accompanied by
John Hearne, legal adviser of
the Irish External Affairs Depar.tment and Kathleen O'ConPeople of Cincinnati, alert to nell, De Valera's private secrethe. revival of Catholic civic con- tary.
sciousness stirring locally and
. in other American communities,
Prime Minister De Valera has
will be very much interested in advised Governor Lehman of
an article over the signature of New York that ihe wiH visit
America in the Fall, before the
Rev. John E. Reardon, S. J., ap- N
pea•ring in the May 6 issue of ew York's Exposition closes.
"Amer i-c •a," entitled "Active At that time, Prime Minister De
Leadership in American Catho- V~lera will visit Cincinnati and
lie Culture," "The Need for Re- wl~ ~e the guest of t'he Irish
·integrate Catholicism;" The ar- ,societies. here. ·
ticle is telling, deep and timely,
------and deserves the close perusal of
Book lJ1·ieJ---feliow Xaverian$ here as well as
conversation after
by every ca.tholic worthy of the
rnidnight
.name. :
"Do not patronize this store.
Horseface Inc. is unfair to orConnolly Will
Labor." On every. curb,
Welcome Irish Deputy itganized
appears, men put order to the
rack, while spectacied scribblers
To The World's Fair
cock a testy eye, .and the presses
Paul V. Connolly, Attorney and teem with swollen waves of
Advocate of the Cincinnati Coun- books and pamphlets sealed with ·
cil Knights of Columbus, has the critical seal of Catholic Acbeen selected to welcome iDeputy ;;;;::::::::::::::::::::::::=:::::::::::::::::::::;I
Prime Minister Sean T. O'Kelly
of Ireland, . when he opens the
Irish Pavilion at the New York
World's Fair on May 13. P·rime
Minister Eamon De ,.Valera had
originally planned to visi-t the
Fair, but decided not to leave
Ireland on account of the EngliSh governmept's order of .con·cription of its :male dtizens.

Father Reardon
Stresses ''Reintegration"
In National Periodical

Very J.ikely they w1ll, considering the perversity of human nation.
The mounting waves ture."
swamp the crossways and tangle
the swing steps of the collegeTo this the tune-dizzy, coll.egeprocessing swain. The Bookmen processing swain, the lecture
of the unthumbed ipaiges and the room incumbent by day, with
weighty, undisturbed she 1 v es another bow to his beer solace
says "Where is a footin:g fo.r a'
seem to shout out, "Bottle-nosed,
Jitter~brained. Can't you drop supercar-go in this cross-bred,
your big apple to consider the apolegeti~ fur.or?. . Whi~e iJ3ookperil of spirituar values?"
men glorify mdividualism and
"
revolt, and Sclhoolmen damn
Write foryourself, Bookman,". them both just leave me t0
says fill e bl'th
my
i e 1a d · "You•r.e on bock brew,' my four roses· ·and
the wrong :vave length .to reach my three little fishies."
me. The wild horses will sweep - - - - ·- - - - - - - - - the day for all your st·ratospher- Y""""'""""""',_...,..,.........,..,...,..,.,,.,......,.,_..,_.
ic whippings."
j AVon 3116
Phones I AVon 6480
"What do you mean, 'stratospheric'?", interrupts ·a third
speaker with a source somewhere
THE 'J. H. Fl ELMAN
in college halls. "Have you still

CAREER
·in Search ·of Men

The Marquette University
De"tol School is one of tho
17 dental schools of the
United States whose diplomas ore recognized In all of
the states.

High Grade Dairy Products

Old St. Louis Ch11rch
On W alnt1t Street

';::;:;;;;;}

Are You Reading the Best
& latest Catholic Books?

of Liberal Arts with satls-

2419 Vine Street

Get in on this P?oto Sport
For supplies-

\~: Fxf~~~:E:~;;.!~u~!4!~
E.

J\'Ulwaukco

Learn To Fly WELL
Modern Equipment
Experienced Instructors
Pay As You Learn

MT.

HEALTHY

AmPORT

Far intelliqent contemporary inquiry
-The Catholic Lendlnq Library.

ombin·ations
outstanding for his combination of

BIG BILL LEE f burning speed, control and games won,
and CHESTERFIELD, outstanding for its can't-be-copied
combination of the world's best tobaccos. Chesterfi~lds' can't-be-copied blend makes
.

them outstanding for refreshing mildness •••
for better taste ..• for.· more· .pleasing: aroma
• .. outstanding for real smoking enjoyment.

:~4t~r~:->.
/WiJNtJ~
.,.,.,,,,,,''t![[!ifi!')~'.;;l
.

The RIGHT COMBINATION of the world,s best cigarette tobaccos
· They.~re .Milder· ••. They Taste; Better

·
Copyright 1939,
LIGGBIT & MYERS TOBACCO

Co.

I

II~~:

DAIRY CO.

Catho lie Lending Library

·1j_::J'i
~f'j
::m::~~./

A

·

When you try them you will know
why Chesterfields give millions of men
.
. and women more smoking pleasure ..•
why THEY SATISFY

BIG,BILI: LEE.'
Plfching Star of the Chicago
Cubs. An outatondlng· pitch.,
In the National League.

